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mentary committee was told, " all have, or at least wish
to have, a little land attached to their houses—in the
general they have. The quantity depends on the size of
their family. If it is a very small family they wish to have
land enough to keep a cow; if they have a large family
they wish to keep two or three cows. . . . It is all pasture
land. They sometimes wish for a little ploughed land, but
whenever a manufacturer engages in arable land he is sure
to waste what he is getting in making cloth " *. Though
many manufacturers held a field or two, they were not
arable fanners—" they scarce sow corn enough ", said Defoe,
" for their cocks and hens "—and they only used the land
to support a cow, sometimes also a horse to fetch home their
wool and carry their cloth to the fulling mill and the marketa.
In some places there were more manufacturers without land
than with land, and there was always a great scramble for
any land which came into the market3. In any case it was
only clothiers who had land : " the loom-men in the cottages
have none " 4, In short the creation of an industrial pro-
letariat, the divorce between the artisan and the soil, had
made considerable headway in the North, as in the West of
England, even before the era of the factory system. This
growth of a class of landless weavers, restricted solely to
manufacturing, was probably due not only to the difficulty
of obtaining allotments, but to the fact that an artisan who
obtained his livelihood mainly by weaving had neither the
leisure nor the physical qualities needed for farming
operations.
In addition to the working clothiers the West Riding The
contained two other kinds of clothiers, whom we may dis- '
tinguish by the terms ' opulent clothiers' and ' factory
clothiers'.    The  opulent clothiers corresponded  to  the
clothiers of the West Country; and the rise of this class
1 In 1806 : Parliamentary Papers (1806), iii. 447 (also 13).
*	Defoe, Tour of Great Britain (ed. 1727), iii. Letter i. 100.   Similarly:
Aikin, A Description of the Country... round Manchester (1795), 93 ; Brown,
Agriculture of th& West Riding (1799), 228-229 (" They seldom are farmers
of land "); Parliamentary Papers (1806), iii. page 9 of the Report.
8 Parliamentary Papers (1806), iii. 33, 75.
*	Annals of Agriculture, xxvii. 310, note.
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